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~ EDINBURGH ROCKED ~
2020 will certainly go down as a year to remember in
Edinburgh’s long history. Like most cities around the world,
COVID-19 rocked Edinburgh. Its famous cobbled streets were
deserted as shops, restaurants and historic attractions closed.
Workers worked from home: essential workers were justly
applauded. While Edinburgh’s beaches and parklands became
precious havens of escape from lockdown. It was soon
recognised that a campaign would be needed to help put
Edinburgh on the road to recovery. A campaign that would
create strong civic pride, connect people and get our famous
city thriving once again. This is that campaign – and these are
the guidelines that go with it.
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~ EDINBURGH ENDURES ~
Edinburgh has been around for millions of years. It is enduring
and resilient. With its rich history, it is one of the most famous
cities in the world; renowned for its unique and diverse offering.
Through the years, it has seen it all. Its residents not only feel
proud of the city they live in; they are grateful and thankful.
Because Edinburgh delivers again and again. It creates lasting
memories and as times change, the city adapts and changes
too, without losing what makes it so special. This campaign
captures our reflective state of mind today – but will cheer our
hearts in more celebratory times. Yours, Forever Edinburgh.
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~ THE SPIRIT OF THESE GUIDELINES ~
Edinburgh is unique: because it is made up of many things
- history, culture, geology, festivals, arts and crafts, hotels,
restaurants and shops. These guidelines capture this diverse
offering. The campaign has to work with so many different
organisations. So there is not one logo lockup, there are three:
there is not one colour palette, there are many. Please enjoy
these guidelines and embrace the spirit of how and why they
were created.
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HORIZONTAL LOGO

~ LOGO ~
There are three versions of the logo: horizontal, stacked
and a circle format. Any of the three formats can
be used, but available space and visual impact should
be considered.

STACKED LOGO

CIRCLE LOGO
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~ LOGO COLOUR ~
It’s important that the logo works in
harmony with other brands. For this
reason, the logo can be reproduced
in ANY colour providing that there
is sufficient contrast against any
background colour or imagery. As a safe
option black and white versions of the
logo can also be used.
All versions of the logos are available in
14 brand colours, plus black and white.
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~ COLOUR PALETTE ~
There is a colour palette available to
serve as inspiration and to avoid using
different versions of the same colour.
This consists of 14 different colours as
well as black and white.
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# 3e3168
R 62 G 49 B 104
C 81 M 91 Y 0 K 0
Pantone 267

# 642e57
R 100 G 46 B 87
C 52 M 83 Y 20 K 43
Pantone 7659

# d25268
R 210 G 82 B 104
C 2 M 76 Y 47 K 6
Pantone 7418

# ffffff
R 255 G 255 B 255

# a9ccde
R 169 G 204 B 222
C 32 M 8 Y 0 K 0
Pantone 277

# a7d04e
R 167 G 208 B 78
C 37 M 0 Y 77 K 0
Pantone 367

# 2f63af
R 47 G 99 B 175
C 86 M 66 Y 0 K 0
Pantone 7455

# 256a41
R 37 G 106 B 65
C 77 M 12 Y 68 K 35
Pantone 555

# db5397
R 219 G 83 B 151
C 0 M 81 Y 16 K 0
Pantone 1915

# 49575f
R 73 G 87 B 95
C 74 M 50 Y 31 K 36
Pantone 7545

# 00b4b4
R 0 G 180 B 180
C 81 M 0 Y 38 K 0
Pantone 326

# 6fc7b3
R 111 G 199 B 179
C 52 M 0 Y 32 K 0
Pantone 3248

# 000000
R0G0B0
C 40 M 0 Y 0 K 100
Pantone Black

# 1db2ca
R 29 G 178 B 202
C 65 M 0 Y 6 K 0
Pantone 311

# f49cc3
R 244 G 156 B 195
C 0 M 42 Y 3 K 0
Pantone 189

# 002a3c
R 0 G 42 B 60
C 100 M 71 Y 0 K 66
Pantone 2767
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HORIZONTAL LOGO
Minimum clearspace is equivalent
to the height of the letter ‘F’
(shown as ‘X’).

X

X
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X
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STACKED LOGO
Minimum clearspace is equivalent
to the height of the letter ‘F’
(shown as ‘X’).

~ LOGO CLEARSPACE ~
To ensure the legibility of the logo, it must be surrounded
by a minimum amount of clearspace. This ensures that
the logo is not competing against other visual elements
and can be easily recognised.
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CIRCLE LOGO
Minimum clearspace is equivalent
to the height of the letters ‘FOR’
and ‘EVER’ (shown as ‘X’).
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X

HORIZONTAL LOGO
Minimum width 30mm
Or 100 pixels

30mm / 100 pixels

~ LOGO MINIMUM SIZE ~
STACKED LOGO
Minimum width 20mm
Or 60 pixels

To ensure legibility and maximum visual impact the
logo must not be used below specific sizes. This helps
to both establish and reinforce the recognition of the
Forever Edinburgh brand.
Note there are minimum sizes for both printed and
digital applications, across all three logo versions.

20mm / 60 pixels

CIRCLE LOGO
Minimum width 20mm
Or 70 pixels

20mm / 70 pixels
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1.
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Don’t stretch or squash the logo.
Don’t tilt the logo.
Do not change the typeface.
Do not rearrange elements.
Do not place over low contrast backgrounds.
Do not place text or images on the logo.
Do not add glow or drop shadow.
Do not bevel or emboss or make 3d.

FOREVER
EDINBURGH

FOREVER
EDINBURGH

~ LOGO USAGE DON’TS ~
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

2.

3.

4.

Do not place text

5.

6.

7.

8.

~ TYPEFACE ~
There is one typeface that we use across all branded
communications. Soleil is a highly versatile, sans serif typeface,
that works equally well for both headlines and body copy.
Soleil’s classic characteristics offer high legibility at small scale,
but this typeface also has enough personality to hold its own in
bold headlines.
On the following page you can see Soleil’s range of weights and
read about its history.
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~ SOLEIL ~
Soleil is Wolfgang Homola’s sans serif font family that
excels in geometric tranquility. Where other geometric
typefaces lean toward the austere or bland, Soleil gives
slight hints of a real personality and bring what could have
been another tasteless sans into our current time.
Soleil sets itself apart through measured characteristics which
recognise its rational heritage and still grant it personality. The circle
and square provided the obvious foundation for Soleil’s letterforms,
but many optical corrections were necessary in order to introduce
more fluidity into the rather stiff concept of a contemporary geometric
typeface. These include asymmetrical counters, a lowercase ‘m’ with a
second shoulder that meets while the first is still curving, the increased
slant on the top of the ‘t’ as the weight increases, and a large x-height
for legibility at a distance or in small sizes. Its personality is seen, for
example, in the friendly lowercase ‘f’, the perfect curve of the open
‘c’, the large x-height, and the ampersand. The italics were also
meticulously designed rather than simply slanted through digital
means.
Soleil is based on the modernist ideas of clarity and reduction to essential forms. Its lettershapes,
however, are not the result of brute geometric construction, but of a design process that brings
together simplicity with fluid rhythm. Soleil fits a wide range of potential applications: signage and
wayfinding systems, book and magazine design, branding and corporate publications.

Source: www.type-together.com/soleil-font
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Aa

The quick brown fox jumps
over the lazy dog
1234567890
Soleil Extra Bold
Soleil Bold
Soleil Semibold
Soleil Regular
Soleil Book
Soleil Light

~ PHOTOGRAPHY ~
Photography is used to inspire and to excite. We should
always try and feature people, as this will bring each
image to life and give some context.

DO feature people to give context

DON’T use imagery that feels cold or apathetic

DO crop in to the action to add intrigue

DON’T use panoramic images that lack focus

DO capture the moment, tell a story

DON’T use imagery that lacks energy or narrative

The crop of the image is critical as this will distinguish us
from other brands. When selecting or shooting images,
we should focus in on the crux of the image and create
a slightly unconventional crop. This will add intrigue
and aligns with the youthful and energetic essence of
the Forever Edinburgh brand.
Photography style should be natural and unstaged, but
always capturing a moment in time. We need to inspire
people, and to do that we need inspiring imagery that
grabs people’s attention.
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